Internodal myelination during development quantitated using X-ray diffraction.
Characterizing the formation, accretion, and stability of myelin during development, maturation, and senescence is important for better understanding critical periods in the function of the nervous system in normal growth and following environmental insult or genetic mutation. Although there are numerous studies on the ultrastructural, biochemical, and genetic aspects of myelin development and maturation, few have used X-ray diffraction (XRD), which can rapidly provide unique metrics about internodal myelin based on measurements from whole, unfixed tissue. Besides periodicity (the classic attribute of internodal myelin measured by XRD), other parameters include: relative amount of myelin, membrane dimensions, and packing disorder. To provide a baseline for future experiments on myelin structural integrity, we used XRD to characterize internodal myelin as a function of age (from 5 to 495 days) in the mouse, a species increasingly used for developing transgenic models of human neurological diseases. As expected, the relative amount of myelin increased with age in both PNS and CNS, with the most rapid accumulation occurring in the youngest age group. Changes in rate of myelin accretion yielded three distinct age brackets during which small but significant changes in structural parameters were detected: in PNS, myelin period increased, packing distortion decreased, width of extracellular apposition (EXT) decreased, and widths of cytoplasmic apposition (CYT) and lipid bilayer (LPG) increased; in CNS, myelin period decreased, packing distortion decreased, EXT and CYT decreased, and LPG increased. We propose that the data obtained here can serve as a basis for rapidly detecting abnormal pathologies during myelination.